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DAY 1: Tuesday, September 29th, 2020

Video meetings – Management and Governance

All times are Central European Summer Time (CEST)

9:30-11:30 UNITE! Project Monitoring Meeting

Attendees: Key Liaison Officers, Task Force Coordinators and UNITE! Secretariat
Agenda: Monitoring of the UNITE! project progress (objectives, milestones and deliverables). Sharing results and experiences.
Host: UNITE! Secretary General – Andreas Winkler
Zoom link: Will be sent directly to the attendees
Format: Online working meeting

13:30-15:00 Parallel Management Meetings

Parallel Meeting 1: Governance and Quality Management

Attendees: Key Liaison Officers and UNITE! Secretariat
Agenda: Quality management and Governance of the UNITE! Alliance. Preparation for session 6 of the EUniQ site visit
Host: Matthias Adam (TF QM) and Andreas Winkler (UNITE! Secretary General)
Zoom link: Will be sent directly to the attendees
Format: Online working meeting

Parallel Meeting 2: Joint Tasks

Attendees: Task Force Coordinators, Subtask Force Coordinators and UNITE! Secretariat
Agenda: Discussion on tasks that are interconnected and/or assigned to more than one Task Force. Ideas to develop those tasks further
Host: Christine Marburger (UNITE! Secretariat)
Zoom link: Will be sent directly to the attendees
Format: Online working meeting

Parallel Meeting 3: Finances and Administration

Attendees: Financial and administrative coordinators and UNITE! Secretariat
Agenda: Financial and administrative monitoring and reporting
Host: Agapi Theodoridou (UNITE! Secretariat)
Zoom link: Will be sent directly to the attendees
Format: Online working meeting
15:30-17:00 UNITE! Governing Platform

**Attendees:** Rectors/Presidents, Vice-Rector/Vice-Presidents, Key Liaison Officers, UNITE! Secretariat

**Agenda:** Strategic objectives and overview of the UNITE! Alliance

**Host:** UNITE! President – Tanja Brühl

**Co-Host:** Rector of University of Lisbon – Antonio Cruz Serra

**Zoom link:** Will be sent directly to the attendees

**Format:** Online working meeting
DAY 2: Wednesday, September 30th, 2020

Web conference – 2nd UNITE! Dialogue

All times are Central European Summer Time (CEST)
For registration link to http://unite-registration.ulisboa.pt/

9:30-12:30 General Session

Attendees: All members of UNITE!: Governing Platform, Management, Task Forces, student representatives
Agenda: Presentation and discussion of the project status and objectives with all stakeholder involved in the implementation of UNITE!
Host: Rector of University of Lisbon – Antonio Cruz Serra
Co-Host: UNITE! President – Tanja Brühl
Moderator: Denise Moura
Zoom link: http://unite-magna-room.ulisboa.pt/
Format: Web conference

9:30-11:00 Welcome and Overview

• Welcome address by ULisboa Rector Antonio Cruz Serra
• Welcome address by UNITE! President Tanja Brühl
• Welcome and Presentation of EUniQ1 Panel by EUniQ Panel Chair
• Report from UNITE! Secretary General Andreas Winkler: general overview of the progress of UNITE!
• Report from the Task Force Coordinators: main results and current priorities of the Task Forces (Task Force reports will be distributed prior to the event).

11:00-12:00 Parallel Sessions

All participants split in three parallel sessions according to their registration. Within these overarching topics the participants will further discuss progress details of UNITE! Tasks and the overarching objective across different UNITE! Tasks.

Parallel Session 1: Services and Virtual Campus (input from TF3+TF4+TF10)

Host: Alexandra Assis Rosa (ULisboa), Tomi Kauppinnen (Aalto) and Lourdes Reig (UPC)
Moderator: José Veríssimo
Zoom link: http://unite-room-a.ulisboa.pt/
Format: Online discussion meeting

1 UNITE! is one out of four pilots in the EUniQ Project (https://www.nvao.net/en/euniq-project). The EUniQ site visit is a zoom-event parallel to the 2nd UNITE! Dialogue with participation of UNITE! representatives. The EUniQ panel will also participate in the UNITE! Dialogue general session (30th September, 9:30-11:00).
**Parallel Session 2: Innovation in Education (input from TF5+TF6+TF7)**

**Host:** Katrina Nordström (Aalto), Johanna Simonsson (KTH) and Madeleine Zalkind (Grenoble INP-UGA)

**Moderator:** Luís Castro

**Zoom link:** [http://unite-room-b.ulisboa.pt/](http://unite-room-b.ulisboa.pt/)

**Format:** Online discussion meeting

---

**Parallel Session 3: Research and Innovation (input from TF8+TF9+H2020 Proposal)**

**Host:** Juan Jesus Perez (UPC) and Roberto Zanino (PoliTo)

**Moderator:** Fátima Montemor

**Zoom link:** [http://unite-room-c.ulisboa.pt/](http://unite-room-c.ulisboa.pt/)

**Format:** Online discussion meeting

---

**12:00-12:30 Report to the General Session**

**Attendees:** All members of UNITE!: Governing Platform, Management, Task Forces, student representatives

**Agenda:** Short wrap-up reports from the three parallel sessions and discussion to be presented by one of the hosts of each session.

**Host:** Rector of University of Lisbon – António Cruz Serra

**Co-Host:** UNITE! President – Tanja Brühl

**Moderator:** Denise Moura

**Zoom link:** [http://unite-magna-room.ulisboa.pt/](http://unite-magna-room.ulisboa.pt/)

**Format:** Web conference

---

**13:30-15:30 Co-creation Session**

**Attendees:** Open to all members of UNITE! that are involved in the implementation of UNITE!: Task Forces and student representatives

**Agenda:** Discussion, together with students of all partner universities, about the aims and objectives of UNITE! – Exchange of experiences and new ideas

**Host:** Rui Mendes (ULisboa)

**Moderator:** Isabel Gonçalves

**Zoom link:** [http://unite-magna-room.ulisboa.pt/](http://unite-magna-room.ulisboa.pt/)

**Format:** Web conference

---

- **Addresses by the Session Host**

*All participants split in four parallel sessions coordinated by one student and one academic or staff member to further discuss and collect contributions along four different topics.*
**Parallel Session 1: Distance Learning and Online Assessment**

**Host:** Maurizio Martina (PoliTo) and João Anastácio (ULisboa)

**Moderator:** Carlos Ribeiro

**Zoom link:** [http://unite-room-1.ulisboa.pt/](http://unite-room-1.ulisboa.pt/)

**Parallel Session 2: Research and Innovation in Education**

**Host:** Josep Bourdenou (UPC), Xavier Crusat (UPC), Eloïse DuTauzia (Grenoble INP-UGA) and José Rodrigues (ULisboa)

**Moderator:** Luís Tinoca

**Zoom link:** [http://unite-room-2.ulisboa.pt/](http://unite-room-2.ulisboa.pt/)

**Parallel Session 3: Student Mobilities – Physical, Blended, Virtual**

**Host:** Jana Freihöfer (TUDa), Ann-Kathrin Henkel (TUDa) and Järvenpää Jenna (Aalto)

**Moderator:** Neuza Pedro

**Zoom link:** [http://unite-room-3.ulisboa.pt/](http://unite-room-3.ulisboa.pt/)

**Parallel Session 4: Cultural and Linguistic Diversity**

**Host:** Sophie Belanger (Grenoble INP-UGA) and Malak Fawzy (UPC)

**Moderator:** Alexandra Assis Rosa

**Zoom link:** [http://unite-room-4.ulisboa.pt/](http://unite-room-4.ulisboa.pt/)

**15:45-16:45 Closing of the 2nd UNITE! Dialogue**

**Attendees:** Open to all members of UNITE!: Governing Platform, Management, Task Forces, student representatives

**Agenda:** Report from the Co-Creation Sessions to be presented by one of the hosts of each of the parallel session, and wrap-up of the conference by one student and by the Secretary General.

**Host:** Rector of University of Lisbon – Antonio Cruz Serra

**Co-Host:** UNITE! President – Tanja Brühl

**Moderator:** Denise Moura

**Zoom link:** [http://unite-magna-room.ulisboa.pt/](http://unite-magna-room.ulisboa.pt/)

**Format:** Web conference
DAY 3: Thursday, October 1st, 2020

Video meeting – Management

_All times are Central European Summer Time (CEST)_

9:30-12:00 UNITE! Project Meeting

**Attendees:** Key Liaison Officers, Task Force Coordinators and UNITE! Secretariat

**Agenda:**
- Wrap-up of the Dialogue and discussion of the UNITE! work plan until the 3rd Dialogue (objectives, milestones and deliverables).

**Host:** UNITE! Secretary General – Andreas Winkler

**Zoom link:** Will be sent directly to the attendees

**Format:** Online working meeting